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Scripture: Philippians 2:1-8 

 

 

 I strayed a little from the lectionary for this Sunday. Normally Palm and Passion Sunday 

uses Philippians 2:5-11. But it seems like that really leaves out Paul’s main point in using this 

early Christian hymn. He tells them, “Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in 

humility regard others as better than yourselves.” That’s not a platitude; it’s at the heart of Paul’s 

understanding of what it means to be a community. So he goes to the most important example 

imaginable to illustrate what he means. Jesus, his life and death, is their guide for life in 

community. 

 

 It seems Paul believed the way to experience a transformed life is to put aside the old life 

entirely. A little later in this letter he shares with them what that’s meant for him. Paul walked 

away from a life that was the pinnacle of success for a man of his background and education. He 

says he considers his old life as garbage next to what he’s found. He wants these folks to feel the 

same way about their old lives. He wants them to learn the humility of Jesus by practicing that 

humility with one another.  

 

 For Jesus that humility comes in the form of what in emptiness. In Greek the word used 

for what Jesus does is kenosis. By emptying himself of power and status, setting aside his nature 

as God’s beloved, Jesus teaches us the limits we’re called to go to for the sake of God’s call. But 

for most of us that’s a hard thing to do. Letting go of our power can feel like letting go of our 

identity, everything we’ve come to understand and appreciate about ourselves is wrapped up in 

our power, our sense of status. Take that away and who are we? 

 

 Paul says that’s the risk Jesus took. Out of a love for God that led him to obedience, Jesus 

gives up his power and allows himself to become like us. Like us but even lower, “taking the 

form of a slave.”  

 

 That phrase has taken on new meaning for me these last few weeks. On Tuesdays during 

Lent we’ve been learning about the history of racism in our country and the effects of 250 years 

of slavery followed by a hundred years of segregation and Jim Crow. Those effects aren’t limited 

only to the African American population. Maintaining a system like that takes a toll on the whole 

population. It damages our collective soul in ways we can hardly imagine. In his memoir The 

Luminous Darkness, theologian Howard Thurman, born in the 1890’s and raised in the Jim Crow 

south, observes how much effort it took to keep segregation in place. Clinging to that system 

filled them with anxiety. 

 

 Whenever we cling to power, and power is what racism is all about, we are prisoners of 

anxiety and fear. And while emptying ourselves of power might seem scary, because a just and 

equal society frightens some people, we learn from Jesus it is the only path to joy. We learn that 

through his entry into Jerusalem, riding in humility. We learn it through his ministry among the 

outcast and neglected, people society has tossed aside. And we even learn it through the kind of 



death he endures. Jesus goes to the cross with complete integrity, never compromising his 

commitment to the promise of God’s kingdom.  

 

 That promise has been passed on to us. We bear the responsibility of proclaiming God’s 

kingdom in the world, of pointing others to God’s presence through our humility and willingness 

to become empty. The journey of Lent is about learning how to act on that responsibility. It’s not 

a time of penance for its own sake but to teach us about humility. It’s a time to learn what we 

could become if we are willing to humble ourselves and accept God’s guidance and Jesus’ 

example.  

 

 The story we enter today and walk with through Holy Week isn’t meant to discourage or 

frighten us. It’s meant to bring us a sense of hope, to inspire us and move us closer to the One 

whose life we’re called to emulate. “Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus.” Walk 

the path he walked, become empty as he was emptied. The path Jesus walks isn’t one of fear or 

sadness. It is a path of joy. The crucifixion is an act of love. By emptying ourselves of power and 

status, by making room in our lives for humility, we enter a new world. The joy of Easter is only 

possible through the transformation we experience when we give ourselves up to the new life 

Jesus offers and let go of the old life.  

 

 As we make our way toward that new life this week, as we remember Jesus’ life and 

make his death our own, we’re invited to imagine a new world, where justice and peace meet and 

humility and joy join hands. 

 

Amen 


